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ABSTRACT

Radial relaxation retinectomy followed by gas (C3F8 14%) tamponade usage has been applied to eyes experiencing
retinal detachment accompanied by PVR of grade C1, C2, C3 and D1. In this method, geometrical boundaries of
radial retinectomy are set up as to protect blood vessels, papil and macula. So far, out of totally 60 eyes who have
received the treatment of this method, 2 eyes achieved 70% vision improvement, 4 eyes achieved 60%, 9 eyes
achieved 50%, 16 eyes achived 40%, 14 eyes achieved 30%, 9 eyes achived 20%, and 6 eyes experienced 10%
vision improvement. This new method provides an alternative relaxation retinectomy which is relatively fast and
inexpensive and yields good results.
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Introduction

PVR has been classified by The Retinal Society into grade A, B,
C1, C2, C3, D1, D2, and D3 [1], based on the level of severity and
its wide in the retina. Grade A PVR is the most minimal and grade
D as the most chronic. As a general, surgery was done in retinal
detachment with PVR grade C1, C2, C3, and D1 is vitrectomy with
only silicone oil tamponade without retinectomy. This method of
surgery is currently used in the most case of retinal detachment
with higher grade C PVR. Unfortunately, this technique causes
frequent side effects and re-detachment (20,55) because of the
stretch of the remaining tissues [2]. Previous cases reported that
the limitation of silicone oil tamponade method is associated with
ocular hypotony (decreased intraocular pressure of 5 mm Hg or
less) for 15,8% [2].
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It also remains recurrent proliferation (epiretinal proliferation)
42,2%, increase of eyeball pressure 27,7%, lens turbidity 36,7%
and corneal abnormalities 8,4% [3] after treatment. Based on
empirical data of Jakarta Eye Center (JEC) on post-silicone oilsurgery patient, 18% of them got the ocular hypotony and 11%
having ocular hypertension [4].
The silicon tamponade treatment would cost more because it
also needs advanced surgery (as the second treatment) to remove
the silicone oil. The high achievements of retinal detachment
with PVR through retinectomy and considering many possible
complications of silicone oil tamponade, lead the researcher to
conduct another direct treatment. We urge to substitute silicone oil
tamponade with gas tamponade in radial relaxation retinectomy for
retinal detachment of grade C1, C2, C3 and D1 PVR. The radial
relaxation retinectomy, in this case, is not the final treatment, but it
is an initial step in coping retinal detachment with PVR grade C1,
C2, C3, and D1. As an early treatment, the surgery would be faster
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and more efficiently done. Wolffe [5], stated that light exposure
from Endoilluminator used in the surgery had a photochemical
effect which might damage the retinal cells (solar retinopathy).
Gas tamponade 14% is enough to substitute silicone oil after
relaxation retinectomy for retinal detachment with PVR. This
gas tamponade will be slowly absorbed itself in 6 until 8 weeks
without further surgery [6].
So far, there is no precise method or formula (geometrical formula)
on cutting the retina (radial relaxation retinectomy) to put the retinal
detachment with PVR back to retinal pigment epithelium. This
formation made the detached retina get the nutrition and finally
help increase the vision. The right basic of 2D radial geometrical
retinectomy in this paper will be significant to formulate the
accurate and comprehensive formula for cutting the retina.

of the points is as the origin and labeled 0. Each axis has a unit
length and each length is marked then forms a grid. To describe
a particular point in 2D spaces, the x-value is written (absciss),
followed by y-value (ordinate). Thus, it is always (x,y). Since
two axes are perpendicular to each other, the xy plane is divided
into four regions called quadrants as in Figure 2.46 which often
numbered with Roman numeral I, II, III, and IV. According to the
common convention, the four quadrants are ordered starting from
the top right (quadrant I), circling counter-clockwise. In quadrant
I, both coordinates (x and y) are positive. In quadrant III, both
coordinates are negative and in quadrant IV, the x coordinate is
positive while the y-value negative.

Retinal Detachment with PVR

Proliferative vitreoretinopathy mostly occurs in the rhegmatogenous
type of retinal detachment [1]. The rhegmatogenous retinal
detachment is retinal separation due to a crack or a hole in the retina
[7]. The retinal tear between the sensory retina and retinal pigment,
allows fluid to pass from the vitreous space into the subretinal
space [8]. As general, the development of rhegmatogenous retinal
detachment involves some factors, includes posterior vitreous, one
or more retinal tears and fluid in the subretinal pass through the
tears [7].
In the beginning, vitreous liquefaction occurs as the result of
the degenerative process. This is commonly known as vitreous
syneresis which initiates retinal tears and rhegmatogenous retinal
detachment. Myopia might worsen the vitreous syneresis and
further results in posterior vitreous detachment (PVD) which
triggers tractions and tears in the retina. This retinal traction might
also deteriorate because of retinal folds formation. This condition
is familiar with a massive vitreous retraction (MVR) [8-10].

Figure 1: The Cartesian Coordinate System [13].

In contrast to the Cartesian coordinates which denote the points on
x and y coordinate, the polar coordinates determine the position of
a point based on an angle on positive x-axis and a distance from a
reference point [14].

Further, the term massive periretinal proliferation (MPP) refers
to the existence of ectopic cells proliferation in proliferative
vitreoretinopathy. It is known that the defined ectopic cells came
from retinal pigment epithelium and retinal glial cells which is
migrated to vitreous. Those cells then change its morphology and
proliferated. The international committee sponsored by Retina
Society establish the standard terminology to cope with various
terms regarding this disease. The standard term used currently is
proliferative vitreoretinopathy [11,12].

Method

The Cartesian coordinate system with x and y- coordinates are
used to define the exact position of a point in a plane. It is also
employed to describe a curve line as well as two-dimensional (2D)
surfaces [13].
The horizontal axis is labeled x, and the vertical axis is labeled y.
In the three-dimensional (3D) coordinate system, another axis is
added and often labeled by z-axis. The axis is orthogonal to one
another and all are appendicular to each other. The intersection
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Figure 2: Delineation of polar coordinates.

On the chart above, the P-point is delineated in two coordinates,
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the Cartesian coordinates (x, y) which indicate its relative position
to x and y-axis, and the polar coordinates showing a distance to
the 0 reference point and α angle formed by OP line segment to
the positive x-axis.
Geometrically, 2D Cartesian and polar coordinates can be applied
to the eyeball shown in figure below:

anatomical successes with eyes successfully attached again and
only 2 cases had recurrent retinal detachment. Based on further
analysis it is known that 2 failed cases occurred because in the
recovery process after surgery the patient did not follow the existing
procedures, such as they should be more prone and minimize the
heavy activity on the eyes. In these 2 cases of recurrent retinal
detachment, repeated surgical results were performed until the
final visus improved. The vision of successful operation showed
the improvement of the highest vision function by 70% by 2 eyes,
60% by 4 eyes, 50% by 9 eyes, 40% counted 16 eyes, 30% counted
14 eyes, 20% counted 9 eyes and 10% 6 eyes, are fully shown in
the following graph:

Figure 3. Cartesian and polar coordinates can be applied to the eyeball.

Our radial relaxation retinectomy that we perfomed uses the
following limit specification (assuming boundary conditions)
which are: Papil, In the papil region the boundary conditions are
given due to the eye nerves that directly connected to the brain,
the size of the boundary conditions that we apply is 3 times the
diameter of papil from the center of papil which is 3 x 1.5 mm
which we use as the radius of the condition boundary on papil.
Macula, in the macula region the boundary conditions are given
due to the important function of sharp vision. In the middle, there
is a glossy patch of fovea, the amount of boundary conditions that
we apply to the macula is 3 times the diameter which is 3 x 1.5 mm
which we use as the radius of the condition limit on the macula.
Blood vessels play an important role in blood distribution in the
eye, so that the blood vessels we also apply boundary conditions
of magnitude 2 times the radius of the boundary conditions on
the macula, especially in quadrant I and II. It is intended that
large blood vessels in the eye's nerves do not get cut off during
retinectomy.

Result and Discussion

Practically researchers note that radial retinectomies is more
effective since the absence of recurrent retinal detachment as the
maximum relaxation and the tamponade used is also enough to
consume gas. The problem to be concerned is the retinectomies
would reach the posterior and cause bleeding or unwanted side
effects. But, practically, radical relaxation retinectomy does not
have to reach the posterior to trigger maximum relaxation. The
previous information could be as the basis of descriptive study
phase I, where the initial data began to be analyzed to determine
the effectiveness of radial relaxation retinectomy. In details, the
initial data of radial relaxation retinectomy surgery which has been
done in 2015 and 2016 in patients with retina rhegmatogenous
retina with PVR class C1, C2, C3 and D1 in 60 patients gave 58
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Figure 4: Percentage of Anatomical Attachment Repair after Surgery.

Figure 5: Graph of Comparison of the Number of Improved Vision
Functions.

Conclusion

Novel retinectomy have been develop using radial relaxation
retinectomy, we focused our research on retinal detachment with
PVR grade C1, C2, C3, and D1, result of our operation showed
the improvement of the highest vision function by 70% by 2 eyes,
60% by 4 eyes, 50% by 9 eyes, 40% counted 16 eyes, 30% counted
14 eyes, 20% counted 9 eyes and 10% 6 eyes. From that result we
conclude that using radial relaxation retinectomy is faster, cheaper
and the results will certainy be better. Faster is because after we
finish doing vitrectomy, than we seen PVR, we immediately
using radial retinectomy. Cheaper, because we don’t need second
operation to remove silicon oil from eyeball, because we only
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used C3F8 14% gas as a tamponade. Beter because the operating
manipulation of eye is minimal (no need to operate twice), and
also avoids the possibility of toxic from the use of silicon oil on
retinal cells.
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